NEW FRONT A SCENE OF DEVASTATION, SAYS “FEN” BROOKS ’17 IN LETTER HOME

Territory Occupied By Germans Is Riddled With Shell Holes—America Is Word Which Means Victory Eventually

It is the following letter written by "Fen" Brooks ’17, to his father at home, from camp with the 200th Engineers in France, in which he gives us a vivid picture of the scene of devastation which has been wrought by the German Huns. Brooks was wounded in France.

Territory occupied by the Germans is riddled with shell holes—America is word which means victory eventually.

The following is the letter written by Fen Brooks ’17, to his father at home, from camp with the 200th Engineers in France, in which he gives us a vivid picture of the scene of devastation which has been wrought by the German Huns. Brooks was wounded in France.
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